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SPOT RATES CONTINUE TO
RISE
JOC August 10, 2020

WHAT'S INSIDE
THIS ISSUE:
Spot Rate Increases - 1

The Asia-Europe trade could be heading for a traditional, if subdued,
peak season this year with fast-improving volumes bouncing back from
the lows seen in April during the height of the coronavirus disease 2019
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(COVID-19) lockdowns.

While volume continues to build, spot rates are sustaining levels well
above those of last year as carriers keep a tight grip on capacity,
announcing the blanking of 189 blank sailings through September,
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according to Sea-Intelligence. However, Asia-Europe has seen 18 of the
scheduled blanked sailings reactivated in the past few weeks. Several
carriers have announced a round of freight all kinds (FAK) rate

Tech Time - 3

increases for Aug. 15 and peak season surcharges, hoping to capitalize
on the demand.

Calendar - 4

XIAMEN PLANS NEW TERMINAL IN THE
PORT'S NORTH
Alphaliner July 29, 2020

Xiamen, the world's 15th largest container port and the number seven in mainland
China, has received permission to develop a new container terminal. According to local
sources, the Chinese Government recently okayed the port's proposal to build a highlyautomated container pier for ultra-large container vessels in the city's north.
Tentatively referred to the 'Pier 5' project, the proposal is noteworthy since it would
create the first mainline deep-water container terminal in Xiamen's northern Xiang'an
port area. So far, very large and ultra-large container ships exclusively use the container
terminals in Xiamen's south western Haicang port area, where the most capable
container terminals are located.
The terminals in the Huli area meanwhile attract calls from vessels in the size range of up
to 6,000 teu. The piers, located on Xiamen Island, must be accessed from the south, since
the Xiamen Haicang Bridge is the only bridge to the city that has sufficient height for
container vessels to pass underneath. Xiamen Port's latest expansion area, Xiang'an, so
far only accommodates one small container terminal This facility focuses on the Chinese
domestic trade and it handles mid-sized vessels from operators such as Quanzhou An
Sheng Shipping.

NEW ENERGY EFFICIENT CLASS OF
REEFER CONTAINER SHIPS ENTER
SERVICE
The Maritime Executive July 31, 2020

Fresh Del Monte Produce recently took delivery on the first of a new generation
energy-efficient reefer container vessels. Ordered in 2018, the six ships of this class
are designed to the latest energy efficiency standards and are part of the company’s
efforts to decrease its emissions and enhance the sustainability of its operations.
Designed by Shanghai Merchant Ship Design & Research Institute and built at the
CSSC Huangpu Wenchong Shipbuilding Company shipyard, the ships have a highlyefficient modern hull design that improves fuel-efficient while operating at speeds up
to 22 knots. They are also equipped with hybrid scrubber systems to meet
international emission regulations as well as advanced maintenance technology
systems to maximize the operating performance of the ships. They are also fitted with
shore power connections to permit cold ironing in ports with the capability.
“We have been working towards this goal since 2017 and could not be more excited to
see it come to fruition,” said Helmuth Lutty, Senior Vice President of Shipping
Operations for Fresh Del Monte Produce. “These six new vessels set the bar even
higher, and allow us to deliver the high-quality fresh fruits and vegetables we are
known for while meeting our sustainability goals.”
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TECH TIME
Gnosis Monthy Tech Updates

ON THE HORIZON
Scheduling collaboration for

Logistics Experience + Next-Generation
Technology
...what happens when you take the best of
both worlds and merge it into one
platform? A Simplified Workflow for Your
Company. A truly holistic supply chain
experience.

drayage / delivery
Domestic delivery map and
updated ETA
Chassis usage and billing
visibility
PO Management

CURRENT FEATURES

Ability to integrate shipments
from other Carriers or NVOCCs

Enhanced Global Map for tracking active
shipments
Booking approval platform
Real-time tracking and tracing with up-todate customs statuses
Customized email notifications
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UPCOMING EVENTS
Where You Can Find ASF Global

High Point Spring Market
CANCELLED
AHFA 2020 Logistics Conference
CANCELLED
High Point Fall Market
October 17th-21st

874 Walt Miller Street, Suite 100
Mount Pleasant SC 29464
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